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Sangha Events this Spring & Summer
There is nothing better Caldey Island.. before he arrived at 
than gathering around a Shantivanam.  It is Also,this summer there is 
table with Sangha friends unusual to find him a wonderful programme of 
as part of a quiet retreat writing so passionately retreats and seminars 
from the demands of the about sin and redemption with Brother Martin who 
every day world (and indeed many found will be in the UK for June 

him attractive because he Gathering in silence is an and July.  The detailed 
didn’t write about these essential part of the life of programme was sent out 
things), but is clear that the Sangha, This year we with the last Newsletter.  
they were of central again have our Stanton Some of the events are 
importance to his Guildhouse ‘Hermits in advertised in this issue.
spirituality.  Do write in Company’ retreat April I hope you like the article 
with your reflections.29th - May 2nd (see page 3 by Father Bede.  I think it 

for details), and in October Namastecasts a fascinating light on 
there will be a week long the spiritual journey he Adriansilent retreat with the made over the years, 
Cistercian monks of 
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The Mirfield Centre, 
Yorks

Tuesday 10th May. 7.30 - 9.00 p.m. 
Raimundo Pannikar, The Meeting of 
East and West. What is God's purpose 
on a world of many faiths? The 
Mirfield Centre, Stocksbank Road, 
Mirfield, West Yorkshire. Please book 
a place on  01924 481920

Thursday,  June 30th. 7.30 - 9.00 
p.m. Brother Martin will be speaking 
at the Mirfield Centre, Stocksbank 
Road, Mirfield, West Yorkshire. 
Please book a place on 01924 481920

Or

Margaret Cadnam

01226 217042

margaret_cadnam@yahoo.co.uk

The Sangha in Scotland
This year’s retreat with 

Brother Martin will be at 
Purelands Retreat Centre 

 Eskdalemuir 
 June 2nd & 3rd. 

We have 30 bedrooms and a shrine room 
and separate yoga room. The centre belongs 

to the Samye Ling Monastery & Tibetan 
Centre (www.samy.org ) and is a 10 minute 

walk from the magnificent temple and 
grounds of Samye Ling with its Tibetan tea 

rooms!

To book contact 
Mary Laidlaw
01505 614988

mary.laidlaw@btopenworld.com

Brother Martin’s visit & other Events

You Are the Light
East meets West

June 24-26
Kinnersley Castle

Hay on Wye

A weekend retreat with Brother Martin, 
presenting his own powerful yet simple 

interpretations of Christianity. Kinnersley 
Castle is a wonderfully peaceful place on the 

Welsh Borders.

For Details and booking ring Annette Crisswell 
01568 770436

Goolden@aol.com

Ascent to the Depth of the Heart
A day on 

Abhishiktananda 
led by

Shirley du Boulay & Murray Rogers
Sat 18 June 10.30 - 4.30

Cleddfa
Centre for the Creative Spirit

Bleddfa, Nr Knighton, Powys Ld7 1PA
01547 550377

enquiries@bleddfacentre.com
www.bleddfacentre.com

2 Day 
Retreat at Chilham Oast,  

Chilham, Canterbury, Kent
With Brother Martin

9 - 10 July
01227 732142

jogazzard@yahoo.co.uk
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WHY DO GODS 
DANCE?

Indian Insights for a 
European Context
 June 3 - 5 2005
Indian theologian, Dr 

Anand Amaladass S.J. will 
reflect on the theology of 
dance.  These reflections 

will be offered in the 
context of experiencing 

Dances of Universal Peace. 
Rasullah Clarke will 

facilitate dances based on 
Hindu and Christian 

themes.  Bringing these 
two cultures together 

Sangha member, Caroline 
Mackenzie will lead 
Christian bhajans, 

(contemplative chants). 
The underlying aim is to 

explore how as artists we 
can respond to the 

contemporary search for 
holistic forms of 

spirituality and worship.
  

Full inclusive cost £96,all 
rooms en-suite.

Applications (with non-
returnable £40 deposit) direct 

to
Ammerdown Centre,  

Radstock, Bath BA3 5SW 
01761 433709 

Hermits in Company

The Sangha Silent Retreat

Stanton Guildhouse

Stanton, Broadway,Worcs

April 29 - May 2

Hermits in Company is a quiet weekend, mostly in silence.  The time is largely 
unstructured with coming together for times of meditation, chanting and reading of 

scriptures from different traditions.

The core of the retreat is silence, and it is preferable that participants have some 
experience of Sangha events and silent retreats.

The Guildhouse is a beautiful small centre with wonderful views towards the Welsh 
mountains. It can accommodate 13 people so places are limited - first come first 

served.

The weekend which is organised by Jane & Andy Lichnowski and John & Ingrid 
Careswell, will cost £115 per person in shared rooms. It may be possible to have one 

or two on a daily basis..

Please contact Jane and Andy for details and a booking form.

Tel: 01285 651381

Jane@lichnowski.com

82 Gloucester Road Cirencester GL7 7LJ

The 
Sangha 

Desert Retreat
The Sangha Silent Retreat will 

be held on Caldy Island, A 
Cistercian island off Tenby in South 

Pembroke 

 October 3rd to 8th. 
The cost will be between £20 -£25 per 

day. 
Numbers are limited to 15 so it is a 

case of first come. 
Please make the cheques payable to 

"Caldey Abbey" and send them to 
Joan Walters, Church House, 

Steynton, Milford Haven. 
Pembs.SA73 1AW 
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physical lust.  I believe It seems to me that prayer “Now I must tell 
that this exists in all of us, should always begin with 

you something and prevents our love being this confession of sin.  The 
given to God. 4) Anger. In point is that though these about prayer and 
myself it takes the form of sins are largely 

the great impatience chiefly with unconscious our will has 
myself.  But it is a strong consented to them.  This is 'revelation' which 
passion, often deeply the mystery of original sin.  

has been made to concealed. 5) self-love.  The will has been dragged 
This is really at the root of down to consent to sin and me.  During all this past 
all these passions.  It is the we have to force ourselves year I have been going 
original sin  the turning to acknowledge our sin and through an extraordinary 
upon the self  to repent of it.experience, which is 
unconsciously seeking summed up in the 

This leads to the need for 
second point  repentance. I 
abandonment to believe that this 
God.  As soon as we is what is lacking 
realise the depth of in our prayers 
sin, we realise that and in our life  
we can do nothing the lack of 
about it.  It is we awareness of the 
ourselves who are depth of sin.  It is 
sinful  only the total not a question of 
rejection of self  of conscious sin so 
all that we are  and much as of sin in 
total abandonment the unconscious.  
to God can save us. I want very much 
(This links with to know what you 
Hindu and Buddhist think of this.  I 
dictums that the believe that in 
'ego' must be totally the depths of our 
transcended, if we unconscious lie 
are to find our true the root of all sin, 
Self).  I can go more and it is because 
into this, I am still we fail to 
working at it.  But recognise this 
do read, if you have that we make no 
it, the Early Fathers progress in 
from the Philocalia prayer.  It 
(Faber) especially represents an 
Isaac the Syrian.  insuperable 
This is their way of obstacle to union 
prayer  everything oneself  one's pleasure in with God.  For convenience 

begins with repentance and everything (particularly I divide these roots of sin 
tears of compunction.  This religion). 6) Pride.  This is into seven. 1) Greed  the 
is also St Benedict's way  my besetting sin  especially desire for the satisfaction 
'let him pray with purity of pride of intellect  again of our appetites.  This is 
heart and tears of largely unconscious. 7) very subtle and needs great 
compunction'.  If you Self-will.  The desire to discretion, but I believe it 
haven't got the Early rule oneself (and others), is fundamental.  Unless we 
Fathers, you ought to get making oneself the centre are radically detached from 
it: it is a necessary book.  I of everything.food and drink, we are 
do believe that this is the always bound down to the 
authentic tradition of This is only to give you a body. 2) Sloth.  The desire 
Christian prayer, and this rough idea of what we have for rest and ease, avoiding 
is what we have to learn.  to look for.  What is the difficulties, labour etc.  I 
In regard to you own remedy?  In the final place think that this also goes 
experience, it seems to me repentance  i.e. change of very deep, 3) Lust. I have 
that you were shown in a mind (metanoia).  We must found in myself, the most 
vision, as it were, the state consciously face these sins.  appalling capacity for sheer 
of your soul, but you now 
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Photo Roland Ropers

This article is 
composed of extracts 
from letters written 

by Father Bede 
during the 1960’s to 
his friend Dr Mary 
Allen, a Jungian 

analyst.  At this time 
Fr Bede was at 

Kurisumala Ashram. 
Kerala



have to labour at this it to be transformed by the from his will and reason.  
transformation.  The powers of good.  Of course, This is why his life is so 
Golden Flower does not there are debased forms of un-inspiring.  On the other 
open automatically  the religion which lead to hand, the Hindu, I think, 
unconscious has to be possession by daemonic lives much more from the 
cleansed by repentance  by powers but this is not unconscious, but he is 
deliberate sorrow for sin normal. subject to both the good 
and hatred of oneself  only and evil forces in it.  That 

Hinduism is a wonderful then can the life of the is why there is no much 
example of this cleansing of unconscious  Kundalini  be immorality in India  he has 
the unconscious  forms of set free.” not learned to control his 
incredible beauty, imagination and the 

“I am sure that it is a expressions of love and passions that govern it.  
question of coming to terms grace, have been evolved But this is really only a 
with the unconscious (the from the unconscious.  But description of our human 
Hindu lives from the at the same time the stage.  We either give way 
unconscious) but I don't see daemonic powers have not to the forces of the 
it exactly as you do.  What been altogether subdued.  (unpurified) unconscious 
I have been learning There is evil in Hinduism and become slaves to 
recently is the tremendous and in all Hindu society.  passion, or we repress 
need for the purification of To some extent I feel that these forces as much as we 
the unconscious.  The all Hindus are still under can and are controlled by 
unconscious is full of the power of the the unconsciously. 
demons and daemonic unconscious  whether for 'Wretched man that I am, 
powers which seek to good or for evil.  They have who shall deliver me from 
'possess' us, as you say.  not yet been set free. the body of this death?'  I 
Many people do not 'come am sure that the secret is 

I believe that it is Christ up against' these powers, humility and repentance.  
alone who can set us free no doubt, consciously, but Repression arises when the 
from the unconscious.  they are nevertheless ego tries to suppress the 
Baptism is a descent possessed by them.  This is instincts and establish the 
beneath the waters, a the meaning of original sin.  mastery.  But the ego itself 
conflict with Satan (in We are all by nature under is a more dangerous enemy 
which the soul is mystically the power of these forces of that instinct.  The ego has 
identified with Christ) in the unconscious  the to be submitted to God  it 
which the daemonic powers apparently harmonious has to die  and this is the 
are defeated and the type which you mention do real difficulty.  When the 
healing powers of the less than the others, ego that is the fallen image 
unconscious are realised to though it may be less which has come under the 
give birth to a new life.  evident.  These forces may powers of Satan, dies, then 
But this new life is not be kept down to some the true Self appears.  The 
simply a transformation of extent  a kind of balance Holy spirit transforms the 
the unconscious.  It is a established  and that is the soul and a new control 
new power of life beyond normal human condition, comes into play.  This 
nature, something divine but it is very inadequate.  control does not repress the 
which enters into the In some people, on the unconscious  it penetrates 
unconscious and other hand, and this leads and transforms it.  It 
transfigures it.  This is to madness, there is only brings about a marriage 
what should happen in our one way out of this between conscious and 
Christian life.  The Holy condition.  The unconscious unconscious, male and 
Spirit should penetrate to has to be purified  the female, animus and anima, 
the depths of the daemonic forces which are in which the values of each 
unconscious, to the hostile to life subdued, and are preserved.  This is the 
ultimate root of being, and the healing powers re-integration of our being 
transform us.released.  I think that all in Christ.

religions from the most 
But this, of course, is primitive to the most For me Hinduism seems to 
exactly what does not advanced have for their act as a means for 
happen.  The average purpose this purification of regaining contact with the 
Christian simply represses the unconscious  to se the unconscious, but it must be 
the unconscious like soul free from the Hinduism transformed by 
everyone else and lives daemonic powers and allow Christ.  Hinduism by itself 
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This is 
what should 
happen in 

our 
Christian 
life.  The 

Holy Spirit 
should 

penetrate to 
the depths 

of the 
unconscious 

to the 
ultimate 
root of 

being, and 
transform 

us.  
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will not do  it still belongs I am learning to adjust to split off from the conscious.  
to nature.  Only the grace it, and I can see that one People are Christian in 
which comes from above  must go through it.  The their conscious mind and 
the free gift of God in supernatural world want to be kind and 
Christ can really transform becomes more real but at charitable etc, but the 
us.  But how difficult it is!  the same time the natural intention never penetrates 
To submit one's who world has to find its reality  the unconscious because so 
conscious being to God, so I am beginning to see how much in it is deeply 
as to separate from the the Buddhist and Hindu repressed. The whole 
unconscious, is incredibly denial of reality can be problem is how to open the 
hard  this is repentance in reconciled with the unconscious to this power 
the deepest sense.” Christian view of the of grace, which means, of 

reality of all things in course, also how to bring 
“I don't think you have Christ  which is their only the unconscious again into 
understood what I am final reality.” vital relation with the 
trying to say about conscious.  But this seems 
repentance.  The whole “Now about Christ and the to be so incredibly hard.
point is that one must unconscious .  You say that 
learn to repent of what is baptism doesn't cast out I think that behind all this 
unconscious  totally the devil, but I am not so there is a hard core of pride 
unconscious. We have to sure.  In the ancient and self-will which we fail 
repent not only of what we church, as you know (it to surrender and which 
have said and done and survives in the present prevents the opening of the 
thought and felt, but of Roman rite), there were unconscious.  I am feeling 
what we are  i.e. of original several exorcisms in the that this hard core in me is 
sin.  You remember that I baptismal service, and the gradually melting  but I 
described in the Golden idea was definitely that the have been going through a 
String how I felt called to devil was cast out and terribly difficult period of 
repent, but did not know of Christ took possession of frustration and conflict.  
what I had to repent. I am the soul.  Today we may Now my mind seems to be 
convinced now that it was think of it rather expanding and I feel that 
this  I had to repent of differently.  Would say that the repression is being 
what I was  of my ego.  I in the unconscious there dispelled  .  I find that I 
believe that this is the are powers of evil which must do without any 
most profound owing to original sin, have images:  the images of 
psychological experience power over the soul.. In Christ is a great obstacle.  
and it enables us to baptism a new power of The only way I can find out 
penetrate to the root of sin  grace is implanted in the is to consider that on the 
of cosmic sin, and to realise soul, which is able to cross Christ died to this 
the sin of mankind.  I can't overcome the power of evil world and disappeared. 
tell you of what I have and to reform the soul in 

After the resurrection he experienced lately  and I the image of Christ.  But 
no longer belongs to this don't think it would do any the power of grace is like a 
world.  We have to pass out good  but I believe that I seed  it has to grow before 
with him to the Father, to have been going through it can take possession and 
lose ourselves completely.  something of this. I begin transform the soul, and 
I can only think of God as to see what is meant by the this growth depends on our 
Nothing and myself as 'dissolution of the menes in own co-operation and our 
nothing.  Do you remember the buddhi'.  But it is external circumstances.
that Augustine Baker deeper than this.  It is the 

Now, as you say, if this described the mystical dissolution of the ego.  If 
power of grace does not union as the union 'of the one could do right through 
take possession of the soul, nothing with the nothing'?  this, then all repressions 
it is because we fail, - 'we This seems to be exactly would be eliminated.  But 
cannot receive it'.  Could true.”it is very hard and I have 
one put it like this?  The felt very near to a 
power of grace enters the breakdown at times, but I 
soul, but it meets with a seem to have come out into 
tremendous resistance a more settled state.  
from the unconscious, Undoubtedly the physical 
particularly as our austerity of this life 
coconscious is so largely imposes a great strain, but 
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 The Word Made Flesh
Jyoti Sahi

7

The Sangha & the Tsunami Appeal for Muttom
Jill Hemmings

desperation and I I am just back from ten 
heard many 

days in Muttom, a fishing arguments and fights 
village in Tamil Nadu, S.India in the narrow streets. 
seriously affected by the Tsunami Bored youths, frantic 
on Boxing Day. I stayed with Sr women berating 
Selvi, who we met at Shantivanam, husbands for earning 
her brother Nazarene and their nothing and men folk 
large extended family. paralysed by lack of 

equipment. Women in It was a rich and emotionally 
the camp insisted challenging time and I came back 
they didn't want hand determined to see how I might be 
outs but to get back to able to help the people of Muttom. 
work.Many people have lost everything, 

houses, boats, nets, clothes, Early one morning I 
possessions and 68 people lost watched the first boat 
family members. go out and then a few news from Muttom is that people are 

others found the necessary courage, The families worst affected are beginning to realise that help from 
a few fish came in and some living in brown corrugated iron the government will be a long time 
semblance of normality emerged. camps erected by the Government. coming, and maybe money for boats, 
The NGOs gave out supplies and Unbearably hot when the nets and motors will be most 
hopelessness receded. I met with temperature is 36 C and rising. welcome.
leaders in the village to find out Others lost their only means of I am opening a Muttom Tsunami 
what help they might need earning a living. Many boats, nets, Appeal fund under the auspices of 
stressing that I was not at all sure I motors were lost or ruined by the the Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust 
could raise any money. The 30 foot wave which swept over the and I would be so grateful for your 
Government will eventually help to seashore leaving children clinging support.
rebuild houses and help with disastrously to power cables, I can assure you that all the money 
subsidies to replace boats. stranded on roofs and one woman will go directly to the people of 
So the Muttom Fishermen's told of finding herself naked in a Muttom through my friend Sr Selvi, 
Tsunami Education Society tree. A truly terrible humiliation for her brother Nazarene and PHD-
requested a computer and tailoring an Indian lady. INDIA, a NGO in the village.
centre so that their young people When I arrived six weeks after the 
can learn new skills, a day centre Tsunami there was no fishing, no 

If you would like to make a donation for the elderly widows and a trading, no money and plenty of 
to help the people of Muttom get back kindergar
on their feet please make your ten and 
cheques payable to the Bede Griffiths play area 
Charitable Trust and send to the 

for the 
Treasurer, Beech Tree Cottage, 

children. 
Selling, ME13 9RH UK.  We can 

They 
send you a Gift Aid declaration form 

wisely say 
to claim tax relief if you are a UK 

few boats 
taxpayer.

would be 

divisive 
Thank you so muchwhen the 

need is so 

For more information call me on great.

01227 752871But the 

latest Jill.hemmings@btinternet.com

Fishermen at Muttom sit 
amidst the debris 
repairing fishing nets

A brand new boat already paid for by Sangha 
members
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realms. Therefore it is that core teaching of advaita, it 
full and perfect totality to allows no qualification, no 
which nothing can be subject and object, no 'Aham'…I am. added. It is a primary 'experience' as we would 
mantra. describe it.

In the last 
This fullness of aham is St John of the Cross 

Sangha revealed both in the describes this when he is 
fullness of manifestation, teaching about 'Inner Newsletter, I 
where it 'dwells' full of Locutions'. These are the 

ended as follows: grace and truth for those words of revelation which 
with eyes to see, and it is we may 'hear' within our “As Father Bede states, the 
the perfect source of that own heart/mind. He writes psyche is limited and 
' r e f l e c t i o n '  w h i c h  of three kinds, the first two beyond it is Spirit, the point 
transcends as well as may be subject to distortion of self transcendence, 'At 
permeates all. That is the through the egoistic claims, that point body and soul go 
unsounded aham.   he notes these claims as the beyond  the i r  human 

work of Satan. However, As Krishna states,limitations and open to the 
the third kind cannot be infinite, the eternal, the 'I am the origin of all; from 
distorted and he writes:divine.' Me all things evolve. The 
'These issue from that deep wise know this and adore The mantra is the aid to 
centre of the soul where the Me with all their heart.' th i s .  Ul t imate ly  the  
'human' mingles with the Bhagavad Gita 10.8mantra is 'The Word'. It 
'divine' and where no enables the re-collection of And here is the guidance 
impurity is possible.  …in the apparent parts in for meditation on aham as 
this deep centre no demonic separation so that the unity a mantra. Father Bede 
force can penetrate; it is an of being, the true Light, the writes:
area of the soul normally essential aham, the 'I Am- 'So we have to go beyond hidden from ourselves.  ness', is revealed to be the body, beyond mind, and The word arising in this eternally shining in glory.” open ourselves to the place 'does more good for a 

This is the core teaching of hidden mystery of God person than a whole 
mystics of all traditions within and allow this lifetime of deeds.'
that teach non-duality or hidden mystery to reveal 

This is because the word is advaita. This is God as i t s e l f . '  T h e  C o s m i c  
fully experienced in that encountered by Moses in Revelation 67.
moment so that: If Our the 'Burning Bush', it is the When Krishna speaks of Lord should say to the soul Logos of St John, and the 'heart' he speaks of that “ B e  g o o d , ”  i t  w o u l d  Father Bede strives in his centre of our being where i m m e d i a t e l y  b e  books to bring these no duality exists. A Sufi substantially good.' Ascent traditions to the Vedantin poem reads: of Mount Carmel  Book 2 teaching of aham,'I am':

'Go, sweep out the c.31
'In the Word of God, Logos, chamber of your heart. For a certainty, aham that expression (of the 

Make it ready to be the becomes itself and is the mind of God) is full, final 
dwelling place of the way, the truth and the life, and complete………I am 
Beloved.   dwelling among us, full of like an echo of the Word of 

grace and truth. When you depart out, He God ,  my  be ing  i s  a  
will enter it.reflection of his Being. God 

hilken_98@yahoo.comIn you, the void of speaks me, therefore I am.' 
yourself, will He display Vedanta and Christian 
His beauties.'Faith p.137

There is no qualification to The word aham is made up 
be added by such sentences from the first sound of the 
as, “I am happy, that was a Sanskrit alphabet, 'a' and 
good meditation.” or “I am the last, 'ha'. As the vowels 
sad, that was a bad and consonants vibrate at 
meditation”. These are the the heart of all names and 
sentences of the ahamkara, forms, aham includes the 
that is, attachment to that whole manifestation from 
which is in part or dual. the spiritual through the 
This is why aham is the mental to the physical 
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Religion Philosophy and Spirituality
Swami Nityamuktananda

and conduct ceremonies of peace and joy. I felt as On a bright, 
of all kinds; and training if I had stumbled across 
as a spiritual counselor. the great secret of the crisp autumn 
It is open to anyone with universe and I wanted to 

morning in October a genuine commitment to share what I had 

last year, I joined a group spiritual life, coupled experienced. In our 

of fifty other people at with the desire to be of cynical and selfish times 

Regent's Park College in service and in my group it seems corny to say it, 

London and began a two- there are people of all but I wanted to help and 

year course training as an ages, all walks of life and be of service. The 

Interfaith Minister and all religions, from question was how? I 

Spiritual Counselor. We Christianity to Hinduism didn't want to sign up to 

sat in a large circle and and Shamanism. There a particular religion 

as I looked around at me are also quite a few like because I feel God 

all the new faces, I felt me who are not allied to transcends all faiths. At 

excited, slightly nervous any particular faith.  the same time I realized 

and extremely curious that the spiritual Like so many people I 
about what becoming an traditions have a great know I was completely 
Interfaith Minister deal of beauty and 

would involve. wisdom to offer and I 
wanted to learn more The course is run 
about them. So when I by The Interfaith 
heard of The Interfaith Seminary and its 
Seminary it seemed like aim is to train non-
the perfect course, denominational 
encompassing both study ministers to meet 
and practical training. the spiritual needs 

of people from all In the first year the 

faiths and none. "I course focuses on the 

believe our society major religions. Starting 

is crying out for the with Shamanism, then 

kind of support moving onto Judaism, 

Interfaith Christianity and Islam, 

Ministers can we studied one a month 

provide," says and the impossibility of 

Miranda Holden, Director the task soon became 

of the Interfaith apparent, for you could Disillusioned by religion 
Seminary. "Support for spend a lifetime studying as a teenager and by 
people who want an any one religion and still fifteen I had become a 
active spiritual life but not be an expert in it. vehement atheist. But 
are not drawn to And yet, even though we throughout my twenties I 
traditional religion. Or were only scratching the was haunted by a 
for those who are surface, it is amazing how nameless longing. Despite 
alienated from their much understanding and a successful career and a 
religion by issues such as appreciation even a glamorous lifestyle 
divorce and sexuality. month's worth of study something essential was 
But Interfaith Ministers can bring.missing and I was 
can also help build determined to find it. So I For each religion we were 
bridges of understanding began searching and to asked to read from its 
and respect between the my astonishment when I sacred texts; to visit 
religions, for instance by found what I was looking places of worship in order 
creating a wedding for it was God. Not the to gain first hand 
ceremony for a mixed judgemental old man in experience of each 
faith couple that honours the sky I had learnt about tradition and to 
both their traditions." in church, but God the incorporate the methods 

invisible and ineffable The Interfaith Seminary of prayer and meditation 
presence that is the started in 1996 and the of that particular faith 
source of all life. course involves studying into our daily life. While 

the world's religions, studying Judaism we With that understanding 
learning how to create observed a Sabbath, came a tremendous sense 

The Interfaith Seminary logo

The 
Interfaith 
Seminary

Catherine 
Lucas
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taking a day each week to God as I understand it - truth: that God is infinite 
focus on our spiritual life. the invisible and ineffable and unconditional love 

and that this love is the And for Christianity we source of all - I prayed: 
source of everything, practiced a beautiful form please show me how to let 
including us.  of prayer, called love flow through me, 
Therefore every religion Centering prayer, which now and always. 
contains within it an is used by Christian At the end of each month 
invitation to discover the we were asked to write an mystics to bring 
truth of who we really are essay explaining what we themselves into the 
and to embody that in our had appreciated and what presence of God. 
lives. This is the we had found difficult But the custom I enjoyed 
underlying aim of the about that tradition. most was Salat, the five 
Seminary too. "We are Every time I had the times daily prayer of 
not asking you to believe same problem, because Islam. Given the current 
anything here," says the thing I still find level of fundamentalism, 
Miranda Holden, "we are difficult about religion is I felt a certain 
teaching you how to have religion - the doctrine, the apprehension about 
a direct experience of God dogma, the rules and 

Islam. But I discovered 
for yourselves. The concepts about what God 

that it contains great love 
greatest gift you can give is and who is or isn't 

and beauty. The word 
anyone as a minister is to going to be saved. But 

Islam means the peace 
see their true nature and this time instead of 

that comes through the light that shines rejecting it entirely as I 
surrender to God. Not within them, but you had done in the past, The 
violence and hatred, but cannot do that if you Interfaith Seminary 
peace! But that is the haven't experienced that helped me to really 
great danger of religion same light within grapple with it. "No one is 
that it can be used to yourself." asking you to take any of 
create peace and love or So as I begin my second these religions on board 
to justify violence and year of training, the wholesale," said Peter 
hatred. "A religion is only course has already raised Dewey, Associate Director 
as perfect as the people some very profound of the Seminary and a 
who practice it," pointed questions for me about Church of England priest. 
out Amar Hegedus, an the nature of religion and "Instead read them with 
Imam who came as a the purpose that it plays an open mind. There is 
guest speaker to teach us in our lives. It has also wisdom and truth in 
about Islam. "If it is dramatically deepened every religion and there 
practiced by ignorant and my feeling of connection is a lot of unnecessary 
violent people, then no to the Divine and my dogma too. It is up to you 
matter what their faith, it awareness that there to decide which is which."
will lead to ignorance and really is a presence of love As the year progressed 

and wisdom guiding my violence." these two sides became 
life, if only I will let it. In increasingly clear. There For me Islam raised the 
terms of becoming a is the formalized outer central questions that 
minister, I don't know yet layer of creed and anyone trying to live a 
what that will look like doctrine that is so often religious or spiritual life 
and whether I will dogmatic and oppressive. must answer: what is 
perform services or work But there is also a your understanding of 
as a spiritual counselor. mystical side that runs God and what does it 
What I do know is that like a golden thread result in? "Do you feed 
the point of spirituality is through the heart of all the birds in winter?" asks 
to live it out in daily life. the traditions and it is the great Sufi poet, Hafiz. 
For every moment - with this that I found so "Do your visions of God 
family, at work, waiting inspiring. It is here that make you become more 
in line at the the differences in human, more kind to 
supermarket - is an theology which separate every creature that you 
opportunity to act with the religions and have know?" So Islam made me 
love and kindness and to caused - and continue to really examine my own 
remember we are all one cause - so much violence beliefs and motives. And 
in spirit. and bloodshed, dissolve 

each day, as I stopped 
Celnd2003@yahoo.cominto a single, universal 

five times to connect with 

To contact the 
Interfaith Seminary

Phone 020 7471 1889

or email

theinterfaithseminary
@community.co.uk
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failure of a materialism hours are needed to THE THOUGHTFUL 

GUIDE TO ISLAM  could encourage the  obtain the benefits of the 
Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri transformative path of remembrance of Allah, in 
(O Books 2004) 176pp Islam and submission.   the third half hour there 
£7.99 ISBN 1 903816 62 9 The scope of this are no thoughts or mental 

Thoughtful Guide is visions and meditation is 
impressive. established.   The book  In this book, which I 

uses metaphor and found was indeed 
ordinary human thoughtful without being THE THOUGHTFUL 
experience to explain an academic textbook, we GUIDE TO SUFISM 
spiritual practices.  “If we are shown the Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri 
do not progress completeness of Islam and ('O' Books 2004)
spiritually, then we are given many insights.    127pp  £7.99 ISBN 1- decaying” (p82).   Shayk Fadhalalla Haeri 903816-63-7
There are short distinguishes between 
biographies of some great foundations and practises, 

In this volume, Shaykh Sufis including  the and  describes  the 
Fadhlalla, also the author founder of the Indian codification of the 
of the Thoughtful Guide Chisti order, who taught Prophet's teachings into 
to Islam, and a practising that 'the highest form of legal jurisprudence.  (He 
Sufi teacher, writes of devotion was nothing tells us, for example, that  
Sufism as the heart of other than 'feeding the the Qu'ran does not 
Islam.  He regards the hungry, providing clothes prescribe any particular 
Sufi movement “as a for the naked, and helping type of dress.)  He shows 
parallel to the those in distress'” (p112).how deep  are the roots of 
prophethood of Jesus, Shi' and Sunni different  I am a little  
whose message was to beliefs about authority uncomfortable with one 
destroy the Law of Moses, and the state. He small part of this book.  
but to revive the spirit of describes the Caliphate, Shayk Fadhlalla seems to 
the Law..” (p27). Over the flowering of Islamic me  rather sweeping, 
centuries Sufis have been learning and invention.   when he says that in the 
persecuted and He outlines the West  'the various 
misunderstood.  They imposition of occidentalist versions of Christianity, 
have tried to check un-national boundaries by which were mind- or 
Islamic ways and  have  the orientalist west. emotion-based, rather 
lead reform movements than 'heart'based, had Many passages warm the 
against oppression and failed to provide any real heart,  enlighten the mind 
colonialism. spiritual nourishment for and inspire the spirit.    
Sufis, he says,  need to several centuries'. This Christians who love 
follow a Sufi master.  A seems to ignore the contemplative 
Sufi is a whole human inspiration of Wesley, prayer/meditation will 
being, primarily Pusey and Martin Luther find plenty to enjoy, for 
concerned with the 'heart' King and  the current example (page 28)   “True 
that reflects the truth (originally western freedom comes through 
that exists within it inspired) huge recognising the transience 
beyond time and in time.   conversions to of all physical 
The aim is to reach the Christianity in Africa.   experience….   Only 
pinnacle of 'his' self by The Julian Centre in through purity of heart is 
achieving physical Norwich would be just that spontaneous 
silence. The Sufi path is one  twentieth century awareness and intuition 
one of self denial.  example of what I believe heightened and with that 
Whirling dervishes he would call 'heart-the human being becomes 
turning outwardly based' religion.the interfacing locus 
experience stillness between the seen and the I found this book an 
inwardly.unseen' absorbing and heartfelt 
A major concern of the source of information.The Epilogue looks at 
Sufi is to be detached global techno-economic 
from that which is angela@cforstal.surfaid.orgdifferences.  The collapse 
transitory.  About two of communism, and the 
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Sangha Contacts and Groups

England

Beds: Bedford, Peter Forrest 01234 831361

Bucks: Marlow, Michael Day  01628 474034

Cornwall: Penzance, Swami Nityamuktananda 01736 350510

Devon: Exeter, Joan Uzzells 01392 276825

Dorset:  Michael Giddings 01308 897159

Essex: Chris Collingwood  0208 501 5771

Gloucestershire: Timothy and Victoria Glazier 01453 839488

Hereford: Malvern, Eileen Richardson 01684 560417 Meditation group 
Wednesdays at 7.45 p.m.

Kent: Canterbury, Jill  & Adrian  01227 752871 Meditation Group 1st 
Friday of each month 7.15 p.m.

London N4: Ann O’Donoghue 0207 359 1929

London SE (Kent): Hilary Knight 0168 986 1004 Meditation Group 
Wednesdays 7.30 p.m.

Lancs: Skelmersdale Moray Ketley 0845 458 1684

London N/Herts:  Edgar Holroyd-Doveton 020 8386 4323

Northants: Henry Worthy 01604 513032  Meditation group Thursdays at 8 
p.m.

Oxon: Oxford Shirley du Boulay 01865 310332

Somerset: Taunton Valeria Ives 01823 432468

   Bath Kevin Tingay 01761 470249

Staffs: Stoke on Trent Sr Sophia 01782 816036

Suffolk: Wendy Mulford 01728 604169

W. Sussex: Gillian Maher 01444 455334

Chichester: Therese O’Neill 01730 814879 Group 2nd Tuesday of each 
month

Worcs/Birmingham: Ian Prior  0121 447 8518

Yorks: Barnsley Margaret Cadnam 01226 217042

Northern Ireland

Belfast: Sighle Mary O’Donoghue 02890 287471Meditation Friday at 7.30 
p.m.

Ballyhornan Stan Papenfus 02844 841451

Scotland

Aberdeen: Angelika Monteux 01224 867409

Glasgow Steve Woodward 01355 224937

Edinburgh: Laird McLean 0131 478 1673

Wales

West Wales: Joan Walters 01646 692496

North Wales:  Jonathan Robinson (Porthmadog) 01766 514225

Philip Francis (Holywell) 01352 711620

Overseas contacts

Australia Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au

Samantha Semmens East St Kilda

ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au

Denmark Vicky Lasheras: lasheras@mail.tele.dk 

Eire Michael Woods +35 312 888075

France Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr

Germany Sabine Deller: sabine.deller@freenet.de

India Br. Martin:

brothermartin111@hotmail.com

Italy Mario la Floresta laflor_l@libero.it

Singapore Jim James jim@eastwestpr.com

Switzerland Urs Mattmann:  ursm@bluewin.ch

New Zealand Kevin Moran, Christchurch  
s.friend@paradise.net.nz

USA Florida Michael Spillane 
mspillane@legalaidpbc.org

Oklahoma Carolyn Cowan: 
ccmission@cox.net

 Nevada Jackie Greedy 775 883 0854

 California Santa Barbara Nicholas Dewey 
805 898 0865

For further information contact

Adrian Rance and Jill Hemmings

Phone: + 44 (0)1227 752871

bg.sangha@btinternet.com

We’re on the Web

www.bedegriffiths.com

and

http://uk.msnusers.com/sahajanandaashram 

RETURN ADDRESS

The Bede Griffiths Sangha
Beech Tree Cottage, 
Selling, Faversham 

Kent
ME13 9RH

United Kingdom

f any one would like to have their names added as local 
contacts please let us know.  Please also let us have details of 
any groups you would like included

Sangha Events
Hermits in Company
Stanton Guildhouse

April 29 - May 2
See page 3 for details

Sangha Summer Seminar
Park Place Retreat Centre

July 22 - 24
Please use enclosed booking form

Sangha Desert Retreat
Caldey Island
October 3 - 8

See page 3 for details

Sangha Advent Retreat
St Peters, Grange, Prinknash Abbey

December 9 - 11
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